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Abstract. Some aspects of the dynamical experiments are also described: the release of 
behavior of magma chambers, replenished from gas by a chemical reaction, to model the release 
below with hotter but •denser magma, have been of volatiles following an overturning event in a 
modeled in a series o$ laboratory experiments. magma chamber; the effect of a cold, immiscible 
In previously reported work the fluids used were layer above the cooling crystallizing fluid; the 
aqueous solutions of comparable viscosity, and influence of two viscous layers with a density 
thus the results should be applicable to basaltic step between them; and the constraining effects 
magma chambers, in which the magmas do not vary of a density (with corresponding viscosity) gra- 
greatly in viscosity. In that case, the lower dient in the upper region. The experiments indi- 
layer cools by convective heat transfer to the cate that whatever the strmtificmtion, whether it 
fluid above, and crystallization causes the den- be in layers or continuous, the form of the ini- 
sity of the residual liquid in the lower layer to tial motion in the upper fluid is determined by 
decrease. When the density becomes equal to that the viscosity ratio between the two fluids 
in the upper layer, sudden overturning and inti- immediately adjacent to the interface. Geologi- 
mate mixing take place. The present paper cal applications are not examined in detail in 
reports experimental results that allow us to this paper, but the experiments suggest that both 
extend the application to systems in which there sudden overturning (characteristic of magmas of 
is a large viscosity ratio between the resident nearly equal viscosity) and continuous release 
and the injected fluid, for example, to calcalka- (when the upper ]myer is much more viscous ) are 
line magmas, where magma viscosity can vary by as viable mechanisms for magma mixing in the 
much as 5 orders of magnitude. The largest appropriate circumstances. 
viscosity ratio in our experiments (about 3000) 
was achieved using cold glycerine for the upper 1. Introduction 
layer, above a hot denser KNO_ solution. The 
most strik4ng new feature with •he very viscous During the past few years there has been an 
upper layer is that now less dense fluid is increasing awareness of the importance of fluid- 
released immediately and continuously from the dynamical processes in the formation of various 
interface and rises as plumes through the upper geologicml structures. The evolution and dJf- 
layer. Further crystallization occurs in the ferentiation of magmas and the compositional 
plus, and the crystals fall out, but there is zonation of volcanic sequences or layered igneous 

little mixing, and a layer of depleted KNO 3 solu- intrusions cannot be understood in terms of 
tion is eventually deposited at the top. The static processes alone. These geological 
transfer process between the layers is dominated phenomena depend fundamentally on the density 
by interfacial effects, with the high-viscosity differences and the resulting convective motions 
upper layer acting as a nearly rigid lid that that are produced during the crystallization pro- 
allows buoy•%t fluid to accumulate just below the cess itself. An outline of the wide variety of 
interface and then rise in localized plumes dynamical processes that are relevant at various 
across the interface into the viscous layer. stages of the history of a magma chamber has been 
This physical picture is supported by a series of given recently in geological terms by Sparks and 
exper•nts in which the viscosity ratio is Huppert [198•] and Sparks et al. [198•]. 
varied systematically; the mixing behavior Part of the physical background to such models 
changes gradually between that described above has been derived from laboratory experiments 
for a large viscosity ratio and the sudden over- using aqueous solutions. Though the properties 
turning characteristic of layers with comparable of such fluids may at first sight seem very dif- 
viscosity. The importance of the viscosity ferent from those of magmas, it has been shown in 
ratio, rather than just an increase in viscosity, a series of papers [e.g., Chen and Turner, 1980; 
is confirmed by experiments in which both McBirney, 1980; Huppert and Turner, 1981a; Turner 
viscosities are increased by the same factor; the and Gustafson, 1981; Huppert et al. 1982b] that 
overturning process is then slower, but symmetri- the overm 11 dynamics of certain processes in 
cal. Other variations suggested by previous magma chambers can be modeled in aqueous systems. 

We have concentrated so far on two experimental 

Copyright 1984 by the American Geophysical Union. configurations. First, the phenomena of layering 
and differentiation have been studied in a rec- 
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taking place at a vertical boundary. Second, we to that in the upper layer, and rapid overturning 
have examined the evolution of a chamber replen- and mixing occurred. In the other type of exper- 
ished at the base with new, hotter but denser iment, hot KNO_. solution was added below a stra- 
fluid, which crystallizes as cooling take'• place rifled solutio3n of cold K CO . The: transfer of 
by heat transfer to the layer above. heat from below first pr•uc3ed double-diffusive 

The results described in the present paper layering in the gradient region, by a mechanism 
represent extensions of the latter type of exper- investigated earlier by Turner [1968] and Huppert 
iment and were designed to study the effect of and Linden [1979]. When crystallization had 
viscosity on the behavior of such replenished reduced the density of the lowest layer suffi- 
systems. While we have no doubt that viscous ciently, it overturned, but since its rise was 
effects will be geologically important, the inhibited by the density gradient, it mixed only 
emphasis in this paper is on the fluid-dynamical with the lower part of the stratified and layered 
concepts, and only a brief outline will be given upper fluid. 
of pousible detailed applications to geological A further variation on these techniques was 
problems. The presentation will be largely explored in the experiments reported by Turner et 
descriptive and visual, using numerous photo- al. [1983]. Nitric acid was mixed with the lower 

graphs to document the new effects observed. KNO3 layer, and a carbonate component was added 
In the original experiments of Huppert and to -the upper layer. When overturn occurred, 

Turner [1981a] and Huppert et al. [1982b], aque- vigorous release of CO 2 bubbles took place due to 
ous solutions that difœered little in viscosity the reaction between t•e acid and carbonate, and 
from each other were used to represent both the we have argued that this provides a u:•eful analog 
resident magma and the new, denser magma forming of saturation effects in volatile-rich magma 
the lower layer. This provided a good analog of chambers [Huppert et al., 1982a]. 
basaltic magma chambers, in which magmas do not The plan of the present paper is as follows. 
usually vary greatly in viscosity. Thus a single In the next. section we describe the properties of 
overall convective parameter (the Rayleigh number the fluids used •n the experiments and the 
Ra) could be used in this application to charac- methods of setting them up. Sectdon 3 deals in 
texize the dynamic behavior of the lower layer, turn with various two-layer systemu, starting 
and Jt was argued that the Rayleigh number in the with the case of a cold viscous layer above a 
experiments was sufficiently large that the hot, dense, crystallizing aqueous solution. We 
observed dynamical effects were similar to those then describe a sequence of experiments with a 
expected in basaltic magma chambers. Many other systematic variation J n the viscosity of the 
magma systems, on the other hand, can have a very upper layer. The effect of increasing the 
large variation of viscosity. For example, in viscosity in both layers is examined next, fol- 
calcalkal•ne magmas, magma viscosity can vary lowed by the effects of gas release during over- 
over 5 orders of magnitude from flu4d basalt to turning. We also descrJbe an experiment using 
viscous rhyo]ite. When a low-viscosity magma is immiscible fluids in the two layers. At inter- 
eraplaced beneath a much higher-viscosity, dJf- vals we also discuss various subsidiary experi- 
ferentiated magma, one might expect that the ments designed to shed light on particular ques- 
dynamical behavior will be changed, and so a corn- tiens raised by the main sequence of experiments. 
plementary series of experiments is needed, coy- In sectdon 4 we extend ,.he discussion to treat 
ering a range of viscosity ratios. three-layer systems, i.e., mixing of a lower 

A few experiments on convection in fluids with crystallizing layer into two viscous layers above 
variations of viscosity have already been it, with both the viscosity ratio and density 
motivated by geological problems, and some of d4 fference now being variable. Section 5 
these will be referred to in the later discus- describes experiments in which there was a stable 
sion. For example, Turner [ 197 3 ] used the density gradient in the cold upper viscous 
temperature-dependent viscosity of glycerine to region, with •.he viscosity either decreasing or 
model subducting plates in an experiment analo- increasing with height. In section 6 we briefly 
gous to mantle convection. Whitehead and Luther outline some of the possible geological applica- 
[1975] described experiments and related theories tiens. In the final section we draw together all 
on the slow r•se of less dense fluid through the experiments and dlscuss the differences 
another of much larger or smaller viscosity, and between them and th(: gc:neral conclusions that can 
suggested app14catJons to the rise of di•pirs and be drawn. 
to larger-scale phenomena such as mantle plumes. 
Marsh [1979] reported a series of experiments on 2. Expe•unental Method 
the instability of a %.h•n layer of less dense 
f].uid below a more viscous upper layer, and Most of the experiments were carried out in a 
related his results to island arc magmatJsm. Plexiglas tank of internal dimensions 200 x 106 

Two different experiments described in our ear- mmx •00 mm deep. This was rather smaller than 
lief papers are relevant to the current j nve.nti- the tank previously employed for "replenishment" 

gation. In the first, a layer of hot KNO 3 solu- exper•ment:•, s4nce we wished to reduce the amount 
tion was emplaced below a cold, less dense, and of the more expensive glycerine needed for the 

deeper layer of NaNO• solution. Rapid transfer present study. It was, however, found to be ade-- 
of heat across the -sharp •nterface separating quate for the purpose, as was checked by cornpar- 
them drove vigorous convection in both ].ayers, ing the results with one run in the larger tank, 
with insignificant transfer of the solutes. Cry- 400 x 200 x 300 mm deep. During exploratory 
stallization of the KNO_ solution took place as runs, we found that when a cold, very viscous 
it cooled, leaving behin• lighter re:•dua] fluid, upper layer was used, the crystallization and 
so that the density of the lower layer gradually convection were much more strongly affected by 
decreased. Eventually its density became equal the temperature and resulting viscosity gradients 
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Fig. Za. The viscosity of the comm•.rcial glycer- 
ine used in the experiments, measured as a func- 

ion of temperature. Note the loga r ithmic 
Fig.1. Sketch of the experimental tank, and the viscosity scale. 
system used to f•11 it with a viscous (and somo- 

times st rat .• fled ) upper layer. necting the two reservoirs and at the top of the 
supply tribe to the experimental tank could be 
removed partially oz completely and acted as 

produced at the side walls than they had been in control valves during the filling process. 
ea•lie• experiments using aqueous solutions of The. fluids used for the upper layer were gly- 
comparable viscosities. Consequently, we added a cerine or mixtures of glycerine with aqueous 
"box" to the bottom of the tank, wl'th internal solutions of sugar or NaNO . This allowed 
dimensions 154 x 60 x 50 mm deep, to contalin the independent confro! of both v•scosity and den- 
hot lower fluid and keep it initially 20 mm away sity. The viscosity of such solutions varies 
from all the side walls. The space between the greatly with both temperature and composition. 
top of this box and the walls of the tank was As a basis for comparison, we have plotted (Fig- 
sealed to create a partial false floor, as ure 2a) the viscosity of the pure glycerine we 
sketched in Figure 1. used over a range of temperatures and (Figure 2b) 

The lower laye• of KNO B was made up to a noml- the viscosity of glycertne-water mixtures at the 
hal concentration of 41 w•, % for most of the fixed temperature of 25øC. These should be used 
experiments, and a smal• amount of dye was added for guidance only, and extensive measurements and 
for visualization purposes. The solution was calibrations were needed to determine the 
heated to a temperature of approximately 62øC viscosities and densities of the fluids actually 
and poured into the box to a level just below the used. The viscosities were measured using a 
rim. The more viscous upper layer fluid was series of Cannon-Finske glass viscometers, which 
prepared in advance and left in a cold room over- 
night to b•ng •t to the required temperature. 
For fluids with v•scosities not too different 

from the viscosity of aqueous solutions, the tank 
was filled using a float with a porous foam bot- 
tom, as in pr. evious experiments. With much • 5 
higher viscosities (especially when the upper (cs z s-•) 
layer was nearly pure glycerine) this method was 
too slow, and the float interfered w•th the 4 
motion in the upper layer. Thus a new filling 
device was designed and built. This consisted of 3 
two tubes of internal. d•ameters 32 and 45 mm 

sliding inside one another with a water-tight 
sea]. between; these were fiLLed below a reservoir 2 
and could be extended over the depth of the 
o•perimental tank. A circular plate at the lower 1 
end spread the flow out horizontally OVeT the 
lower layer, and this end was continually raised 

so that •t remained ]ust below the surface as the 0 5 10 15 20 25 
fluid level •ncreased. A second •ese•woiz was 

connected to the f•st to provide the means to Vol % H20 in mixture 
stratify t.he upper ]ayer of viscous fluid when Fig. Zb. The effect of water. content on the 
necessary, using the "double bucket" technique, viscosity of glycer•ne (a different batch to that 
as is also shown in Figure 1 and described in used for Figure 2a), measured at a constant tern- 
section 5. The rubber stoppers •n the tribe con- perature of 25øC. 
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were held in a water bath whose temperature could they eventually became detached from the parent 
be accurately controlled. The de•sity was deter- plumes and settled back to the base of the con- 
mined using a set of hydrometer floats. For pure tainer. Sometimes a long continuous framework of 

glycerine it is well _•epresented by crystals formed in the plume: this sank slowly D = 1269 (1-5.64x]O-4T) kg m , where T is the through the glycerine in one piece, as shown in 
temperature in "C. For glycerine-water mixtures Figure 3b. The residual (dyed) fluid •n the 

at 25"C it ca_n 3 be represented by D = 1250 plumes continued to rise, mixing very little with 
(1- 0.156v)kg m , where v is the volume frac- the glycerine and being deposited in a layer 
tion of water. r•ight at the top of the tank. At this stage the 

Some 35 experiments were carried out in the fronts of the plumes tended to become more com- 
standard tank, and the experimental conditions pact and pear shaped, rather. than thin sheets 
for those discu.,•sed in this paper are summarized spread out into mushroo•u•. some crystals contin- 
in Table 1. In addition, we performed many ued to form in the layer at the top of the tank 
exploratory experiments before dec%cling on the and gradually fell out. 
optimum techniques, and various other runs to The release of fluid into the upper layer was 
answer specific questions; these do not all somewhat inhibited by the format%on of a frame- 
appear in the table but are described at work of crystals capping the lower layer, and the 
appropriate points in the text. exact sequence of events observed in the indivi-. 

dual experiments depended on when and where the 
3. Two-Layer Systems lower fluid was released through this. The 

interface between the two layers sank below the 
3.1 V__erx ViScous Upper Layer level of the capping crystals, and sometimes 

clear patches of lower-layer fluid remained 
We begin by describing experiment 3.1 as g4ven trapped for some time. The final result was the 

in Table 1. •9•s was a typical experimental run same, however: the rising pltm. es deposited a 

in which the viscosity ratio was at %ts maximum layer of almost unmixed dyed residual KNO 3 solu- 
(• 3000 at the beginning of the experiment) and t/on, with excess temperature and water concen- 
for which pure glycerine was used for the upper tration with respect to the surroundings, at the 
layer. The temperature of the upper viscous top above the viscous glycerine layer. Heat and 
layer was 12"C, and the other conditions are set water were at the same time tr•u•sferred by hot-- 
out in the table. Essent%ally the same behavior izontal diffusion to the surrounding glycerine, 
was observed in other runs under nearly the same resulting in a decrease in density and, more sig- 
conditions; time-lapse movies were made of nificantly, in viscosity. The position of a 
several of them, and these helped greatly in plume was thus stabilized by formation of a local 
arriving at the following interpretation. minimum in the viscosity of the f]u4d surrounding 

Immediately after the cold glycerine had it. A mat of crystals, consisting partly of 
spread over the top of the lower hot KNO solu- those grown in situ and partly of those that had 
tion, crystallization began at the interface, settled out, was left at the base. Compositional 
particularly along the edges of the lower con- "fingers" formed below the upper layer, and on a 
raining box where there were nucleation sites. longer time scale these penetrated downward into 
Strong therma] convection was also observed •n the clear glycerine. (The mechanism of their 
the lower layer, with crystallization occurring formation differs somewhat from that previously 
at the bottom. Thus compositional convection documented, and this will be discussed in the 
also became significant in that layer after a few next section. ) Slow convection in the fort, of a 
minutes. The most striking difference from the single cell was frequently visible in the glycer- 
ear14er, constant viscosity, experiments was that inc layer for several days, and this was probably 
with a viscous upper layer, less dense fluid was driven by the buoyancy flux through the finger 
released immediately and continuously from the interface above. Some re-solution of c•Tstals 
interface and rose as pltunes •nto the upper layer formed a denser lower layer at the bottom of the 
(see F•gure 3). These plumes had a mushroom container, with a sharp interface between it and 
shaped cap with a thin stalk behind, and the the overly•g glycerine. 
stalks were sometimes interconnected with one These experiments suggest that •t %s •nstruc- 
another in the form of thin two-dimensional t•ve to consider separately the processes of for- 
sheets. A more detailed description and marion of convective plumes at an interface, and 
interpretation of their behavior is g4ven •n the their rise through the more viscous layer above. 
following section. M•ny of these plumes ori- We must first expla%n the nearly continuous 
ginated at the edges where crystals first release of buoyant fluid in the present exper/- 
appeared, but some certainly fo•,ed at the inter- ments. In co•on with the experiments using 
fac• well away from the sides. The overall layers of nearly equal viscosity, there is the 
behavior was not in fact significantly different product/on of less dense residual fluid, which is 
in the one "contro]" experiment we carried out in re]ea:•(:d as a result of crystallization. This 
the larger tank, in which most of the plumes rose may be formed by bottom crystal lization, so that 
from the interface in the interior of the tank it mixes through the lower layer, or' at the 

and not from the edges of the containing box. interface, where it may rise •mmediately into the 
The first plumes showed no sign of crystalli- upper layer. The new feature when there is a 

zation as they ascended, but as the rate of cry- more viscous upper layer is the systematic accu- 
stallization in the lower layer increased, the mulation of buoyant fluid just below the inter- 
rate of release of KNO_ solution into the upper face, and we suggest that this occurs in the fol- 

3 
layer also increas(:d, and crystals formed in the lowing way. 
plumes. These were 4 nJ tially carried upward and Continuity of stress across the interface 
continued to grow as the solution was cooled, but implies that a very viscous upper layer acts ] 4ke 
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Fig. 3. Experiment 3.1. Conveer%on in a two-layer crystallizing system with large 
viscosity ratio (approximately 3000), starting with hot KNO, solution below cold gly- 
cerine. (a) At 9 rain 45 s (photographs with diffuse bac'• lighting). Plumes with 
mushroom-shaped caps are rising into the upper layer. (b) At 18 min 25 s, crystals are 
forming in the plumes and dropping back. ('c) At 33 rain, a layer of res/dual fluid is 
forming at the top. (d) At 45 min, plumes continue to rise, with further crystals fal- 
ling out. (e) At 1 hour, the plume activity has almost ceased, and a deep layer- of 
residual fluid has built up at the top. (f) At 18 hours ]8 rain (shadowgraph), note the 
formation of fingers in and below the upper layer. 
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a nearly rigid lid on the lower layer and that, •.Z S__.Ubs_idia•_r• _Ex•e_rime__nts with a_V__is_cous U•__X 
•n particular, it causes the velocity %o be very Laver 
small there. Buoyant fluid formed as a result of 
cooling from above and consequent' crystallization To clarify some of the points raised above, it 
near the •nterface is not swept away by convec- .4oemed desirable to separate the process of cry- 
tion in t.he lower layer but can build up in the stallization from that of the release of less 
nearly stationary boundary layer below the inter- dense fluid at an interface (between a very 
face, much as it does below a cooled solid lid at viscous upper layer and an aqueous lower layer). 
which crystallization is taking place [Chen and Accordingly, we built a tank, 200 x 106 x •00 mm 
Turner, 1980]. The accumulation of buoyant fluid deep, contaJ.ning a coil that could be used to 
will also be fat4 ].itated %f crystals grow through heat or coo] th(: ]ow(:r layer, independently of 
the interface and tend to stick there. At the any fluxes through the interface. 
same time, slow convergent flows of the form In the first such experiment, •.2a, the upper 
sketched an F%gure 4 will be set up in the warm, layer was pure glycerine at 8"C and had a 
somewhat less viscous boundary layer in the upper specific gravity, S.G., of 1.625 and the lower 

f]uid. These flows will separate and break away layer, 50 mm deep, was NaNO• solution, initially 
to form vertically moving channels or plumes, at 
the base of which the interface will be raised. 

The lightest, most depleted KNO_ solution in the 
lower layer will tend to collect under these 
plumes, and as soon as it i.s sufficiently buoy- 
ajar, it wi]] convect upward across the J nterface 
to form the cores of these sheet-like ascending 
plumes. These will continue to rise with a spac- 
i,•g dete•,ined by the combined boundary layer 
itself, but uninf]uenced by the depth of the 
upper layer. Once a low-viscosity channel is 
established, both by heating the upper f]u.id a•d 
the addition of fluid from the lower layer, buoy- 
ant fluid produced subsequently will more readily 
follow this path, and the pl•e wJ]] persist. 
Both the interfacial heat flux and the production 
of l•ght fluid by crysta 11 izat ion wi ] ] be 

:;'S:.'.'.'.'. : • : :. ;' ; :.';'.'. :'." : ; " /':; ;; { . ...:'. : • •.': .. ..: ;.. '!i'•'t•'•'% 
LARGE CONVECTIVE VELOCITIES 

IN LOWER LESS VISCOUS LAYER 

increased in the convergent flows feeding into Fig.4. Sketch of t. he inferred flow •..n the boun- 
the plumes. dary layer at the bottom of the upper glycer•ne 

Further experiments, designed to shed more layer, and the formation of thin plumes of buoy- 
light on the processes just described, and the ant, less viscous fluid transported across the 
subsequent behavior of the convection &n the interface. The veloc%ties are all much smaller 
upper layer, are reported in the following sec- than the convective velocities in the low- 
tion. viscosity lower layer. 
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this experiment depended only on temperature and 
not on composition, and the density difference 
between the rising elements and their surround- 
ings decreased with height due to the lateral 

0211 heat flux. 
A second experiment, 3.2b, examined the effect 

on convection of a change in composition. The 
upper layer was glycerine of S.G. 1.249 at 
3•oC, and the lower layer (60 mm deep) a m4x•ure 

of Na CO and K2CO 3 S.G. 1.26% at 29.5øC, 2 designed •o saturate ;t about room temperature. 
Circulation of coolant at -B •c produced cry- 
stallization round the cooling coils, and a 
decrease of density of the lower layer. Composi- 
riohal plumes, containing dyed lower-layer fluid, 
were rising freely into the glycerine after 
hours, when the temperature of the lower layer 
was 16"C and the upper 28"C. These upward mov- 
ing regions were more nearly circular than the 
thermal plumes and much more compact, suggesting 
that this shape is characteristic of composi- 
tional convection, when there is a smaller varia- 

tion of temperature and hence viscosity in the 
surrounding glycerine. They deposited much more 
of the lower-layer fluid at the top of the tank 
than did the sheet-like thermal plumes, and again 

at 5.5"C and S.G. 1.271. Heating through a coil 
in which the temperature of the circulating water .. 
was gradually increased, produced a lighter layer ',,?'.% 
of warmer solution at the top of the lower layer. ' •""•ii 
This in turn heated the boundary layer in the ...•:? 

glycerine above, and led to convection in the 
form of two-d•nensional sheets, in which a thin 

core of lower-layer fluid was incorporated (see 
Figure 5). The front of the thin rising columns 

had a mushroom shape, as described for the early part of our expe. r4ment in the previous section. 
The decrease in viscosity due to both heating and 
dilution of the glycerine seemed to be the dom- 
inant process here, with a thin rapid up flow 

feeding into a much wider cap. The form of' 
motion observed is similar to that described by ..-•- 

Whitehead and Luther [1975] for the case of a plume of ]ess viscous fluid released slowly and 
steadily into a more viscous layer. These 

ß 

authors also comment on the persistence of the 

investigation. Accordingly, we set up a lower 

following "stalk", which is the path of least -. resistance through the surrounding very viscous •...:•,,. •, ........ . .............. 
fluid; even if the upward flow stops for a while, 

:.. 

it C• readily •co• reest•lished in these pre- 
vious ch•nels. 

.. 

Retu•ing to the present e•r•ents, we note ..,• ..... .. 
that the ove•urning due to heating from •1ow 

w• no• compze•e, since o. Zy •ne up•r p• of ............... the l•er a•eous layer was buoy•t enough to ..................... ' 
rise through the up•r layer. •ss fluid w• Fig.5b. E•r•nt 3.2b. Com•sitional 
de•sit• at the top than in the ex•r•nt with convection pr•uced by c•ling and c•stallz- 
c•stallization •cause the change in density in zation in an a•eous layer •1ow cold glycerine. 

produced by heating a layer of less viscous 
fluid below glycerine. Note the plumes with 
thin stalks feeding into the mushroom-shaped 
caps. 

.... '-. ,..:•:..e: • .... •:•!:*:....::-.: ;;::•:s•--' ::'":::•:' :::• • [i 

;;,;: :.½.. Ci, (• in the c•stal]ization e•riment), "fingers" 

:• :•:::]• •i'Z, grew ••en this aqueous solution •d the gly- ;' cerine layer •1• it. . . 

•e,.,.•4•'. . •e mech•ism of fo•ation of fingers in these : :3• 
.. 

-.•:,,--:;,•..,•=--,.,•, .............. %.-..•...- ........ '"•':-'::,""-.-"- ..... '";-'-=-;'.: .................. : ....... .---,:-,-;,•;;--;:": .......... ,• ...... - ............... •'•'-•-;;•;;•;;•;' :[{•;;•..'• e•r•ents is sufficiently different from that 
"k ..... ½: {• ........... "-•; •'• .................... •=•?] "• previously studied (•d revi•ed in Hup•rt and 
Fig.5a. E•r%•nt 3.2a. Interfacial tr•s• •rner [198•]) for it to •rit a •re detailed 
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Fig. 6a Fig. 6b 
Fig.6. Two stages in the formation of fingers at an interface between dyed NaNO_ solu- 
tion above pure glycer•ne at room temperature. (a) At 15 rain, fingers drop thro•ugh the 
lower layer. (b) At 26 hours 45 rain, fingers have formed in a thickening interface and 
have also deposited upper-layer fluid at the bottom of the tank. This lower layer is 
gradually being eroded away by larger-scale convection driven by the buoyancy flux 
through the fingers. 

layer of glycerine S.G. 1.252 at Z4øC to a depth lower layer and the two-layer system is stable. 
of ] ]Z mm in a •.ank 50 x 150 x 250 mm deep, with A similar argument holds for a parcel of aqueous 

above it a layer of NaNO_, S.G. 1.206, of cornpar- NaNO• displaced below the interface. Exper•nts 
able depth and at the •ame temperature, 24øC. indicate that fingering occurs if the upper layer 
Fingers rapidly formed at •.he interface, showing density exceeds 1130 kg m . In the ex•eri- 
that thermal effects are certainly not important ments, the upward and downward fingers e•tended 
(see Figure 6). We suggest that the formation of at comparable rates, thought the convection in 
fingers in this case is due to the alestabilizing the well-mixed layer above the fingers was much 
influence of water and glycerjne interdiffusion more vigorous than that in the lower layer. This 
acting against the s•.abilizing influence of the indicates the difference between mixing a low- 
diffusion of NaNO_. Consider a parcel of pure viscosity fluid into a high-viscosity one and 
glyce•-lne displace•d above the interface. Water vice versa. 
diffuses into the glycerine of the parcel, while 
glyco. rine from the parcel diffuses into the aque- 3.3 Variation o__f Viscosity Ratio 
ous environment at. a rate approximately 40 times 
more rapi.dly [M•ner and Dalton, 1953, p. •ZS]. After observing the dramatically different 
These effects increase the volume concentration influence of a large viscosity ratio on the sys- 
of water in •.he upward displaced parcel and hence tern described above, we carried out a number of 
make it less dense. The diffusion of NaNO into •.•periments at intermediate values of the upper 
the parcel increases its density. The net •effect viscosity. •hree of these, with starting condi- 
or these two diffusion processes depends on the lions listed in Table 1, will be described in 
density of the upper layer. If •t is suœfi- turn, and photographs of two of them will also be 
ciently high, i.e., the NaNO• concentration is shown. Note that the &nitJ.al densities and tern- 
beyond a certain limit, dzffusion makes the par- peratures of both the layers were kept within 
cel less dense than its surroundings and it con- narrow rang•.s for all the experiments, only the 
tinues to rise. If the upper layer concentration upper viscosity being changed by varying the corn- 
is below this l•mit, the parcel returns to the position as d•.scribed in section •-. 
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Experiment 3.3a, in which the upper viscosity zero, overturning occurred, with intimate mixing 
was a factor of 20 greater than that of the lower but at a slower rate. These observations confirm 
layer, evolved in a sim%lar manner to the case of that it •s the viscosity gradient across the 
two aqueous solutions with comparable viscosities interface that causes the striking difference in 
[Huppert and Turner, 1981a]. As the density behavior documented in sections 3.1 and 3.3. 
difference decreased, however, pronounced "ridg- 
ing" occurred at the interface; the thermals that 3.5 Overturnin• Wi_t_h • _Re_lea•.•S 
rose into the upper layer were thinner, but 
nevertheless some lower-layer fluid was taken up The techniques previously used to model the 
by them (see Figure 7). When overturning re:lease of volatiles fo] lowing an overturning 
occurred, the m/xing between the two fluids was event were adapted to investigate the effect of 
delayed and appeared mor•. dramatic because of the an increased viscosity in the upper layer. Two 
gr•-,.ater spatial variability in composition that e•perimentn were conducted, and we dc:scr•be only 
took longer to be made completely uniform. A the one (3.5)that was (marginally)more success- 
small vertical stratification remained at the end ful. 

of the exper•nt. The lower layer was a hot 41 w% % KNO_ solu- 
The next case, •.3b, having a viscosity ratio tion with a volume 3ust sufficient to f•]l the 

of 90, exh/bited features more obv%ous]y 4nter- lower box, to which 0.7 tool of 70% HNO was 
mediate between the two extremes. Thermal plumes added. A buffer layer consisting of 1 L o• pure 
formed in the upper layer at an earlier stage and glycerine was placed above this, to keep the acid 
began to 4ocorporate some. of the liquid released self,rated from the deep upper layer during fil- 
by crystallization. Ridges formed at •the •nter- ling. The upper layer consisted of 2.9• kg of 
face, and tw•,-d4monsional sheets rose out of the pure glycer%ne, with 1.5 ms] of K2CO 3 dissolved 
interface. Very ' f•ne crystals formed in these in 0.70 kg of water. The top layer was at 8.4"C 
sheets as they cooled, and then dropped back. and S-'•' 2 -1 1.256, with viscosity 
Following substantial crystallization in the 3.65 x 10 m s at 
lower layer, in the form of dendrites that did Cooling through the interface produced cry- 
not appear to be influenced by the presence of stallization in the lower layer, releasing light 
glycer•ne, the interface broke down and the two fluid into the buffer zone. Gradually this 
layers mixed to some extent, though a layer of penetrated into the upper layer, and after some 
the released light fluid formed and remained at 20 rain the reaction between the acid and the car- 
the top. bonate released gas bubbles, which contributed 

In experiment 3.3c, with a viscosity ratio of greatly to the buoyancy of the thermals and the 
1300 at %.he initial temperature of the experi- vigor of %.he convection and mixing (see F•gure 
merit, ridges formed at the interface and thermals 9). A mat of crystals formed over the lower 
contaJning lower-layer fluid began to rise almost layer at the level of the containing box and 
immediately. Crystals formed in these plumes, slowed up the: re:lease of lower fluid, and hence 
and a layer of residual fluid built up at the the reaction and release of gas. Small bubbles 
top, as shown in Figure 8, with the formation of were trapped below the crystals and accumulated 
fingers below it. The crystals fell out of the to form larger ones, which caused considerable 
plumes more rapidly than they did in the experi- stirring as they escaped and rose through the 
me. nts with pure glycerine in the upper layer, upper layer. Vigorous gas re](:ase continued for 
presumably because of the lower viscosity of the about 30 rain after it began, but stopped rather 
fluid through which they were falling, and there ra•idly 70 mJn from the beginning of the experi- 
was more mixing of the plumes with th•.•r environ- ment. Crystals continued to grow both in the 
ment on the way up. lower layer and in the rising plumes during this 

time. Some released fluid was deposited at the 
3.• •o. th. •aYers With Increased Viscosity top, but not as much as in the viscous (:xperi- 

ments without bubble formation, because of the 

In order to assess the importance of the mixing generated by the gas release. 
viscosity ratio between the two layers, compared 
with an increase in both viscosities (and a con- 3.6 I•mmisc•l.•. Fluids 
sequent reduction in the Rayleigh number), we 
carried out two experiments (3.4a and 3.4b), •n For comparison with the cases already dis- 
which glycerine was added to both layers. The cussed, we carried out an experiment (3.6)using 
viscosity of each was increased by about the same imm4sc•ble fluids= hot KNO_ below a cold mixture 
factor compared with the aqueous case, approxi- of tzichlorethylene and kerosene, a mix•.ure that 
mately 4 and 20 in the two experiments. could be adjusted to have a d•.nsity somewhat less 

The behavior was sim•]aT •:o that in the aque- than that of the lower layer. 
ous experiments, except that ever•.h%ng proceeded Not surpris4ngly, surface t•.nsion effects dom- 
more slowly as the viscosity was increased. The inated in this case. As crystallization reduced 
convection was much less vigorous, and hence the the density of the lower-layer fluid, large 

heat transfer and rate of crystallization of KNO 3 rounded blobs formed, escaped through the 4nter- 
in the lower layer were reduced. The viscous face, and rose to the top of the tank (see Figure 
coupling across the interface was also more prom- 10 ). They gradually built up a layer of depleted 
inent, with convective motions on one side fluid at the top, in which further crystalliza- 
clearly affecting the flow of fluid on the other tion continued. Some of the crystals migrated to 
toward a convergence 1.•ne, and it remained sym- the interface at the base of this upper layer, 
metr•e. al in the two layers with plumes r•sing and and interm.•ttently fell out and dropped to the 
falling away from the interface at the same bottom of the tank. After :•everal hours, most of 
places. When the den• i ty difference decreased to the dyed ]ower fluid escaped from the crystal 
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Fig.7. Experiment 3.3a. Convective overturning produced by crystallization, with a 
viscosity ratio of 20. (a) At 13 min, crystallization occurs at %he bottom of the 
lower layer only, and %herreal plumes zise in the upper layer. (b) At 16 rain, sudden 
overturning takes place as the density of the lower-layer fluid becomes equal to that 
of the upper layer. (c) At 16 rain 45 s, mixing takes place more slowly than with equal 
viscosities in the two layers. (d) At 20 rain, mixing is now nearly complete. 
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Fig.8. Experiment 3.3c. Convection in a two-layer czystallizing system with a viscos- 
ity ratio of 1300. (a) At 9 min 09 s, plumes are fozmed by crystallization at the 
interface. Further crystals form in the plumes and fall out. (b) At 23 rain, the rate 
of crystallization in the plumes has increased markedly. (c) At 36 rain, a layer of 
residual lower-layer fluid (dyed KNO 3) has been deposited at the top. (d) At 2 hours 
56 rain 20 s (shadowgraph), note the dyed layer of KNO• deposited at the top, with 
fingers below it, and the large-scale convection %n the viscous layer. 
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Fig.9. Experiment 3.5. Convection in a crystallizi. ng system having a large viscosity 
ratio, with gas release following mixing. A buffer layer of pure glycerine initially 
separates the two reacting layers. (a) At 16 rain, crystallization near the interface 
produces plta•es that pull lows. r-layer flu.id upward. A reaction leading to gas 
and further crystallization, then occurs in the upper layer. (b) At •-1 lain 30 s, the 
release of gas causes much more mixing in the upper viscous layer, and less residual 
fluid is deposited at the top. 

layer on the bottom, to be replaced by fluid from closely related to the dilution and the density. 
the upper layer, but some of it was retained in We can regard the single upper layer glycerine 
the inters. rices between the crystals. experiments as being at one end of the range 

In some respects •.hese results are similar to (with zero density difference between the _u•per 
those with a very viscous upper layer, in that layer.•) and experiment 4d with AD = 44 kg m at 
the depleted residual fluid is deposited at the the other. In both, the motions were virtually 
top, with little mixing with the intervening the same, as described in section 3.1, except 
layer, although the form of the conveering ele- that in 4d the flow was confined to half the 
ments is different. Perhaps tho. more surprising depth, with an exceedingly small amount of the 
result is that a large viscosity ratio can be lower fluid penetrating into the top layer. Some 
almost as effective a barrier to mixing as corn- weak thermal plumes did rise above the interface, 
plete fluid "immisc•bility". but the lower dyed fluid built up into a layer 

that remained below the interface, i.e., this 

4. Three-Layer Systems] Two Viscous Upper Layers acted like a lid or free surface. The similarity 
of the behavior in these two cases is consistent 

In order to shed further light on the relative with the not]on that depth, and indirectly the 
importance of interfac].al effects, and the later overall Rayleigh number, has no quan't•tative 
rise of convective elements through the viscous influence on the motion over the range of conall- 
layer, we conducted a series of experiments with tions considered. 
thr.o.e layers under the following conditions. The In fact for all of these experiments, •.he evo- 
lowet layer was 41 wt % KNO_, as for the "viscous lution of •.he lower KNO_ layer as it crystal- 
upper layer" experiment, placed in the lower box 1ized, and the motions in 3 the lower part of the 
at - 61eC. Above this was a cold layer of pure pure glycer.•ne layer above it, were virtually 
glycerine 125 mm deep, and above this again a •..dentical. The differences appeared at the 
layer, also 125 mm deep, of glycerine diluted J nt(•.rface between the two upper layers. Plumes 
with water to produce density differences, AD, that initially propagated freely through the mid- 
compared with the middle layer, ranging (in dif- dle g]yc, erine layer ponded at the interface with 

ferent experiments ) from 1.1% to 4.4%. The the upper layer. With the small_•st interfacJ al 
viscosity of the upper layer therefore also density difference (AD = 11 kg m in experiment 
decrea•]•:d :]ystematically, in a manner that was 4a), the interface bulged upward, and as further 
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Fig. 10a Fig. lob 

FJg.10. Exp•.riment 3.6. Convection with hot crystallizing KNO• in the lower layer and 
a cold immiscible upper layer. (a) At 29 rain 08 s, large rounded elements of depleted 

KNO 3 break through the int. erface and rise through the upper layer. (b) At 1 hour 50 
rain 30 s, eventually most of t. he depleted fluid is deposited at the top, and a crystal 
matrix remains at the bottom. 

crystallization took place, even lighter residual The behavior of the •. aqueous plumes in the 
fluid was released, whkch rose right to the top uppermost layer varied systematically Jn a manner 
of the tank (Figure ]l). Eventually, plumes that can be understood, at least qualitatively, 
extended right. through the depth with not much, in terms of the variation of both density and 
if any, decelerat[on, and most of the depleted viscosity in that layer. The nearly spherical 
lower-layer fluid accumulated at the top, with fronts ahead of the much thinner plumes tended to 
very 1.•tt]e at the interface. The level of the be largest in •he single upper glycerine layer 
interface between the two glyceri n(: 1 •y(:rs experiments, and decreased in size progr½:ssively 
dropped as released fluid poured past it and car- as the density and viscosity of the upper layer 
tied fluid from the middle layer up with it. We decreased. It is worth noting that thJ.,• is con- 
noted also that there were fewer crystals in the sistent with t. he simplified theory given by 
upper layer in this case, pres•,ably since the Whitehead and Luther [1975] for the slow rise of 
major cooling and crystallization had already a "dome" of less viscous fluid in viscous sur- 
taken place in the middle glycerine layer. roundings, though it would take us too far from 

For the experiment wi_%h the next larger den- our present theme to pursue this comparison in 
sity step (AD = 23 kg m in experiment 4b, for detail here. 
which a movie was also made) the behavior was 
already very different. In this case most of the 5. Upper-Layer with a Density 

fluid released from the bottom KNO 3 layer accumu- and Viscosity Gradient 
lated at the interface, with only a small frac- 
tion penetrating to the top of the upper layer .5.1 V_is•os•ty .-c -.- ß w•th Height 

( see Figure_3 ]2 ). In experiment 4c with 
AD = 34 kg m , v•rtually no released fluid came The next exper•nt to be described is a 
through to t:he uppe. r layer. In all cases the natural extension of those with two viscous 
bottom box was eventually drained, and the layer layers above the crystallizing solution, except 
of released fluid formed fingers, which in time that now we set up a linear gradient of density 
propagated throughout the layer below it (whether (AD about 3% top to bottom) instead of an abrupt 
this was at the top of the tank or below the step. The tank was filled using the special 
interface). two-bucket device designed for use with viscous 
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F•g. 1 la Fig. 1 lb 

Fig. ll. Experiment 4a. Convection in a crystal ] i zing system, with a hot KNO_ la•r below two cold viscous layers having a small density d•fference (Ap = 11 •g m' ) 
between themß (a) At 20 rain, plumes produced by crystallization at the lower interface 
rise through the lower layer and, after luff. her crystallization, continue to the top of 
the tank. (b) At 47 rain 30 sec, when crystallization is nearly complete most of the 
residual fluid from the lower layer has been deposited at the top of the tank. Note 
that the m.•ddle interface has fa].]en as a result of the upward transport. 

fluids, which is sketched in Figure 1. Pure gly- driven partly by compositional differences, and 
cerine was placed in the stirred container, which partly thermally (see Figure 1.q). These layers 
led directly to the filling tube, and glycerine were very inhomogeneous in the horizontal, 
plus water (at the same low temperature) in the reflecting the history of the plumes responsible 
second identical container connected to it. We for their formation. As more fluid escaped from 
should note that while the water content and den- the lower layer and further crystallization 
sity variations produced in this way were lineax occurred, the plumes extended upward again, to 
with height, the viscosity variation was very produce more convecting layers that gradually 
nonlinear, as can be seen from Figure 2b. became nearly hoI izontally homogeneous. At much 

The lower layer of hot crystallizing KNO_ had later times a series of slowly evolving "composi- 
the same properties as before, and just abo3ve it riohal" layers was observed, with diffusive 
was pure glycerine at 13øC. Thus it i.s not interfaces between them. The mechanism whereby 
surprising that the initial behavior, as c•7f- these were maintained is possibly the inverse of 
stallization bega• in the lower layer and near that proposed for the fingers described in sec- 
the interface, was similar to that with a large tion 3.2, which depends on the different rates of 
viscosity ratio and an unstratified viscous fluid diffusion of water into glycerine and glycerine 
above. Plumes of released fluid began to rise into water. 
almost from the start, with mushroom-shaped caps 
much larger than the following channels. The 5,Z V_iscos..ity Increasing With Height 
ascent of these plum•.s was, however, halted by 
the stable density gradient A layer of mixed By us•.ng a hotter and denser KNO solution in ß 3 
fluid built up at the base of the gradient the lower layer, we were above to set up a stra- 
region, and further ]ayers developed above it, rifled system in which the density gradient in 
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Fig.12. E•ri•nt 4b. A s/•l• three-lair e•r•nent to 4a, except that_•he den- 
sity difference ••en the t• up•r viscous layers •.s ]•ger (AD = •3 kg m ). (a) 
At 17 •n (diffuse back lighting), plies pr•uced by c•stallization at the lo•r 
interface rise through the lower lair. •st residual fluid is acc•ulating at the 
•ddle interface, but some •O_ rises through it to the top of the ta•. (b) At 5• rain 
(sh•graph), note again, at •this later stage, the •ial •netzation of the •ddle 
interface by the residual fluid. 

the upper fluid, and the density step across the dient, and a convecting layer developed that 
interface, were the same as in the preceding slowly increased in depth. A second layer formed 
case, but in which the viscosity increased toward above this, as the thermal boundary layer at the 

the top of the tank. The fluid feeding into the top of the first NaNO• layer became unstale. Up 
top of %he grad.•ent was pure glycerine, and that to this time, practi6ally no KNO• (or dye) was 
at the bottom aqueous NaNO solution, both at transferred upward, but when the density of the 

5"C before fil.]•ng using the 3 double-bucket tech- lowest (KNO•) layer reached that of the first 
nique. convecting Iayer above it, a sudden overturning 

In this case, the fluid iramedia%ely in contact occurred, with rapid and thorough mixing through 

with the crystallizing KNO• layer was an aqueous the lowest (NaNO_•) layer only (see Figure 14) solution of comparable visdosity. The early evo- The fu.rt. her 6volution of the system was •uch 
lution of th(: system was s•m.• Jar to that slower and was monitored over several days. Long 
described by Hupp•..rt et al. [198•-b] for an exper- after residual temperature differences had 
iment with a gradient of entirely aqueous solu- decayed by conduction through the side walls, 
tion above the lower layer. This shows again convection in layers persisted. This must be a 
that the interfacial processes are the most "compositional convection" effect, and a probable 
important in detezm/ning the motion in the upper mechanism has already been mentioned in section 
fluid. 5.1. In the course of time, the series of layers 

Thermal convection, driven by cooling across extended upward (more and more slowly as the 
the interface, was visible in the lower layer viscosity in the new layers increased). We note 
from the beginning, and this was soon enhanced by for future reference the potential application of 
crystallization and compositional convection from these results to stratified magma chambers, which 
the bottom. Heat transferred to the upper, corn- will often have a strong viscosity gradient in 
positionally stratified region produced rising this sense, as well as density and composition 
thermals, but their rise was limited by the gra- gradients. 
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Fig.13. Experiment 5.1. Convection tn a crystallizing system, with a cold fluid above 
having a gradient of density and viscosity decreasing with height. (a) At 10 m/n (dif- 
fuse back lighting), convecting plumes rise above the interface. (b) At 40 rain (sha- 
dowgraph ), the plumes are brought to rest and spread out in the density gradient. (c) 
At 1 hour 42 rain, layers are forming in the released fluid. (d) At 1 hour 51 rain 30 s, 
a further breakthrough occurs, and plumes of lower-layer fluid rise higher into the 
gradient region. Note the layers at the top of the tank, which are due to Si•e.-wall 
heating of the cold gradient. ,"'.. " 
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Fig. l•a Fig. 

2010 i 

Fig. 1•. Expa•.riment 5.2. Convection 4 n a crystallizing system, w.4 t.h a cold fluid above 
having a gradient of density and viscosJ.ty 4noreasing w•..th height. (a) At 12 rain 30 s, 
heating of the aqueous solution above %.he interface produces a convecting layer, while 
%.ho. re is cooling and crystallization in the lower layer. (b) At ].6 mJn 50 s, the 
interface breaks down, and lower-layer fluid suddenly mixes upward into the first con- 
vecting layer at the bottom of the gradient: region. Another convecti.ng layer is begin- 
ning to form above. (c) At ]. hour, overturning is complete, but the residual fluid is 
still confined to the lowest convecting layer. (d) Nearly 5 days after the start of 
the experiment, compositional convection has gradually extended the series of convect- 
•ng ]ayers up into the more viscous fluid at the top of the gradient. 

6. Some. Geological Applications 1979]. In oth•.r examples, mixing is more com- 
plete, and hybrJ.d:• are often recognized during 

The experiments provide further examples of detailed p•.tro].ogical studies [ for example, 
the diversity of convective phenomena that can Anderson, 1976; Eichelberger, 1978; Luhr and Car- 
occur in crystallizing systems. They, together michael, 1980; Sakuyama, 1981; C•rlach and Grove, 
with earlier experimental studies, strongly sug- 1982]. 
gest that crystallization and phase changes, Two models of mixing have been proposed, which 
rather than purely thermal effects, will be dom- •nvolve the. eraplacement of wet mafic magma into 
inant in controlling convection in magma the base of a high-level magma chamber containing 
chambers. The experiments also show that viscos- more differentiated magma [Eicho.]berger, 1980; 
%ty variations will be important in determining Huppert et al., 1982a]. Both models envisage the 
how magmas can interact and mix together or dense maf•c magma initially forming a separate 
separate from one another [McBirney, 1980]. layer beneath the more differentiated magma. In 

A topic of recent petrological interest con- the model of Huppert et a]. [1982a] the mafic 
cerns the circun•gtances that allow basaltic mag- magma cools and crystallizes and becomes volatile 
mas to mix with more differentiated magmas of saturated, allowing vapor bubbles to grow. Even- 
higher viscosity. A substant4al body of data and tually the bulk density of the mafic magma 
observations exists to support the view that mix- becomes less than that of the overlying magma, 
ing is a common phenomenon among calcalkaline and an abrupt overturn can occur, leading to 
magmas. In some cases, m• xing is incomp].ete, intimate mixing of the magmas. Eichelberger 
with inclusions of mafic pumice being found [1980] envisaged that crystallization and bubble 
within more silicic pumice and lava [E•chel- growth were restricted to the interfacial region 
berger, 1978, 1980; Sparks et a]., ].977]. Compo- between the magmas and that continuous release of 
sitionally banded pumice •.s also common [Smith vesiculated blobs and plumes of mafic magma 
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Fig. 14. (continued) 

ascended and m•xed into overlying magma. specific geological contexts. We can, however, 
The present experiments indicate that both already make some important qua ]itative state- 

these mechanis• are v•.able, and which occurs ments about the role of viscosity in layered con- 
w• ] • depend, among other factors, on the viscos- i vection with crystallization, based on the strik- 
ity difœezences between the layers. With a large ing contrasts between our observations under dif- 
viscosity contrast, the experiments have docu- ferent e•t. reme conditions. For a layered system 
mented a continuous release of buoyant fluid in driven toward instability by cooling and cry- 
blobs and plumes induced by crystallization and stall•zation in the lower layer, we have reached 
viscous coupling at %he interface. The mechanism the following general conclusions: 
is quite reminiscent of Eichelberger's model for 1. It is the viscosity ratio between the two 
mi•ing between rhyo] ire and basalt, and the layers, not viscosity per se, that determines the 
experiments give support to his model as a form of the convection and breakdown. 
mechanism for the formation of vesiculated mafic Z. A comparable increase in viscosity •n both 
inclusions found in silicic volcanic rocks. layers slows down the proc, e:•ses of heat transfer 

When the viscosity contrast between the layers and crystallization as predicted by theory [Hup- 
is not as marked, the behavior could be closer to pert and Sparks, 1980], but •ohe motion remains 
that envisaged by Huppe. rt et al. [198Za], with an symmetrical across the interface. 
abrupt overturn leading to mixing. This model •. In the case of nearly equal viscosities, 
should be more applicable to mixing between mag- overturning and m•xing occur when the density of 
mas that do not differ greatly in viscosity, such the lower layer reaches that of the upper, and 
as basaltic andesire and andesire. •.here is little compositional transfer until tha•, 

'•here are many other situations in nature stage. 
where magmas of contrasted viscosities are gen- 4. With a large viscosity ratio (the larger 
erated in the same system. Consequently, we viscosity being in the upper layer), residual 
suspect that %•.here will be many applications of fluid is released upward soon after crystalliza- 
these experiments apart from those sketched here. tion begins, and the process is nearly continu- 

ous, with no sudden overturn. 

7. Discussion and Conclusions 5. In the latter c, ase %•he transfer process is 
dominated by interfacial effects, with the upper 

The series of experiments described in this layer acting as a nearly rigid lid that allows 
paper has produced a wide range of individual buoyant fluid formed by crystallization in the 
phenomena. Clearly, the basic concepts behind lower layer to accumulate below the interface and 
the observed motions should be explored more then rise across it into the viscous layer, 
fully b•..foze attempting to apply the results in rather than being swept away by unconstrained 
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convective motions in the less viscous fluid. cine Lake Highland volcanics: Characterization 
6. Whatever the stratification, whether it be of end-members of magma m/xing, Contrib. Min_• 

in layers or continuous, the form of the i niti.al Petro3_., 80, 147-159, 198•.. 
motion in the upper layer i.s determined by the Huppert, H.E., and P.F. Linden, On heating a 
viscosity ratio between the two fluids' immedi- stable salinity gradient from below, J_. Fluid 
ately a.d]acent to •:he i nt(:rface. Mech., 9--5, 431-464, 1979. 

7. The relative •mportance of thermal and Huppert, H.E., and R.S.J. Sparks, The fluid 
composit.•onal effects determines the later form dynamics of a basaltic magma chamber replen- 
of the rising plumes. Heating produces thin, ished by influx of hot dense ultrabasic mag•, 
less viscous upflows in the form of sheets, feed- Contrib. Mineral, Petrol., 7--5, 279-289, 1980. 
ing into much wider mushroom-shaped caps. Compo- Huppert, H.E., and J.S. Turner, A laboratory 
sitionally lighter upflows of comparable viscos- model of a replenished magma chamber, Earth 
ity are more compact and nearly cylindrical, with _Planet. Sci. Left., 5_4, 144-152, 1981a. 
a rounded top. Huppert, H.E., and J.S. •lrner, Double-diffusive 

8. A large viscosity ratio inhibits mixing convection, J__•. .Fluid Me_ch_., 1Q6, 299-•29, 
between the rising elements and the4r surround- 1981D. 
ings and allows a layer of depleted fluid to be Huppert, H.E., R.S.J. Sparks, and J.S. Turner, 
deposited at the top with practically no mixing. Effects of vo]atiles on mixing in calc- alka- 

As indicated briefly in the preceding section, l•ne magma systems, Nature, 2--97, 554-557, 
the experiments are considered to be applicable 1982a. 
to the understanding of mixing processes between Huppert, H.E., J.S. Turner and R.S.J. Sparks, 
magmas of contrasting viscosity. We have illus- Replenished magma chambers: Effects of compo- 
trated one situation (mixing of calcalkal•ne nag- sitional zonation and input rates, Eart. h 
mas) where these experiments give new insights Planet, Sc__•;.... Lett_., 5_7_, 345-357, 1982b. 
into the •mportant processes. Luhr, J.F., and I.S.E. Carmichael, The Colima 

The exper•.ments also indirectly ra• se some volcanic complex, Mexico, C__ontrib. M__•. neral. 
general qu½:stions that cannot yet be answered but Pe_tro!•, 7__/, 34•-372, 1980. 
seem worf. h more attention from geologists and Marsh, B.D., Island development • Some observa- 
fluid dynamicists: for example, what exactly is tions, exporiments and speculations, J__•. 
the mechanism whereby a ].arge viscosity ratio G9_o].•, 8--7, 687-713, 1979. 
inhibits mixing? What determines the time for McBirney, A.R., Mixing and unmixing of magmas, J__•. 
which heterogeneities can survive in a stirred Volcanol. Geotherm, Res_•, !, 357-371, 1980. 
fluid of variable viscosity? What is the rela- Miner, C.S., and N.N. Dalton, G_ly!:•rol, Reinhold, 
t•ve importance of d•.t.œUSlOn and disruption by New York, 
shearing motions? Is there a characteristic size Sakuyaa•, M., Petrological study of the Myoko and 
of elements of a known viscosity, subject to Kurohime volcanoes, Japan: Crystallization 
specified motions in a fluid of different viscos- sequence and evidence for magma mixing, J_•. 
ity? Progress in this field will depend on the Petrol., 2.2, 553-583, 1981. 
formulation of some exp].icit physical models, Smith, R.L., Ash- flow magmatism, Geo1, _$oc. Am, 
which can be tested quantitatively in the labora- &Dec. Pap,..189, 5-28, 1979. 
tory. The qualitative observations already made, Sparks, R.S.J., and H.E. Huppert, Density changes 
and reported here, leave us in no doubt that during the fractional crystallization of 
further, more detailed r(::•earch in th•s area basaltic magmas: Implications for the evolu- 
could be very productive. tion of layered intrusions, Contrib. M__•.neral. 

Pet_ro]•, 8--5, 300-309, 1984. 
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